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ABSTRACT
The cosmic distance-duality relation (CDDR), dL(z)(1 + z)
2/dA(z) = η, where η = 1 and dL(z) and dA(z) are,
respectively, the luminosity and the angular diameter distances, holds as long as the number of photons is conserved
and gravity is described by a metric theory. Testing such hypotheses is, therefore, an important task for both cosmology
and fundamental physics. In this paper we use 91 measurements of the gas mass fraction of galaxy clusters recently
reported by the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) survey along with type Ia supernovae observations of the Union2.1
compilation to probe a possible deviation from the value η = 1. Although in agreement with the standard hyphothesis,
we find that this combination of data tends to favor negative values of η which might be associated with some physical
processes increasing the number of photons and modifying the above relation to dL < (1 + z)
2dA.
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1. Introduction
The so-called distance reciprocity law, proved long ago by
Etherington (Etherington, 1933) (see also Ellis, 1971, 2007),
is a fundamental keystone for the interpretation of obser-
vational data in cosmology. Considering that the number
of photons from a given source is conserved, it provides the
following relation between the angular (dA) and luminosity
(dL) distances:
DL
DA
(1 + z)
−2
= η with η = 1 . (1)
This version of the reciprocity relation, also known as the
cosmic distance-duality relation (CDDR), is valid for all
cosmological models based on Riemannian geometry, only
requiring that source and observer are connected by null
geodesics in a Riemannian spacetime and that the num-
ber of photons be conserved. Examples of non-standard
frameworks that violate the CDDR include scenarios where
photons do not travel on unique null geodesics (Csaki et
al. 2002), models with variations of fundamental constants
(Brax et al. 2013), with photon non-conservation due to
coupling to particles beyond the standard model of particle
physics (Avgoustidis et al.2010, 2012), absorption by dust
(Basset & Kunz 2004), among others (see Uzan et al. 2004
and references therein).
Recently, several authors have explored different tech-
niques to test the CDDR. For instance, Bassett & Kunz
(2004) used type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) data as measure-
ments of dL and estimates of angular distances from FRIIb
radio galaxies (Daly & Djorgovski 2003) and ultra-compact
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radio sources (Gurvitz 1994; 1999; Lima & Alcaniz 2002) to
test possible deviations of the CDDR. Perhaps due to lens-
ing magnification bias, they found a 2σ violation caused
by an excess in brightening of SNIa at z > 0.5. Ellis et
al. (2013) proposed an interesting test to Eq. (1) using
the CMB spectrum. From this observable, it was found
that the CDDR relation cannot be violated by more than
0.01% between the decoupling era and today. Khedekar &
Chakraborti (2011) proposed the use of a redshifted 21
cm signal from disk galaxies, where neutral hydrogen (HI)
masses are seen to be almost linearly correlated with sur-
face area, to detect a possible violation of the CDDR.
Measurements of the angular diameter distance from
galaxy clusters observations, calculated through their X-
ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovich observations, have also been
widely used to test the CDDR (see. e.g., Holanda et al.
(2012a) and references therein). It is known, however, that
the verification of the CDDR validity depends on the as-
sumptions used to describe the galaxy clusters (Holanda,
Lima & Ribeiro, 2010,2012; Nair, Jhingan & Jain 2011; Li,
Wu & Yu 2011; Meng, Zhang & Zhan 2012; Lima, Cunha
& Zanchin 2012; Xi et al. 2013). As an example, assuming
the CDDR, Holanda et al. (2012b) and Meng et al. (2012)
showed that the elliptical β-model constitutes a better ge-
ometrical description of the galaxy cluster structure when
compared to the spherical β-model. Following a different
approach, Gonc¸alves et al. (2012) showed that measure-
ments of gas mass fraction (fgas) of galaxy clusters de-
pend on the validity of the CDDR and used a sample of 38
clusters along with SNe Ia observations to test the CDDR.
Assuming a parametrization for a possible deviation from
the CDDR, η = 1+η0z/(1+z), they found η0 = −0.07±0.24
at 95.4% C L.
Recently, cluster mass data from 91 galaxy clusters
detected via the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZ; Sunyaev
& Zel’dovich 1970) at 148 GHz was reported by the
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Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) survey (Hasselfield
et al. 2013). It is important to emphasize that the gas mass
fraction measurements of galaxy clusters depend on the
model for the physics of the intracluster gas. The ACT
team adopted four models (see Sec. III for details) in order
to estimate the corresponding cluster mass M500, defined
as the mass measured within the radius R500, at which the
enclosed mean density is 500 times the critical density at
the cluster redshift. In order to obtain fgas estimates (one
of the main quantities for our analysis) for each cluster in
the sample, we used a semi-empirical relation presented by
Vikhlinin et al. (2009), where the observed gas fraction is
a function of the total mass, fgas = fgas(M). This rela-
tion was defined upon an observational sample where the
total mass and the gas mass of the clusters were obtained
through two different approaches. The first one is a direct
measurement of the total mass and gas mass from observed
ICM parameters (Kravtsov et al. 2006) whereas the second
approach consists in measuring the total mass from the
average temperature with the gas mass being determined
from the X-ray image (Mohr et al. 1999).
Our goal in this paper is not only derive new bounds
on a possible deviation from Eq. (1) using the current ACT
and SNe Ia data but also to verify the robustness of the
methods used to inferM500. In other words, we will discuss
the compatibility of these methods in light of the CDDR
and the assumptions behind it. The paper is organized as
follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the observational quantities
used in this work. The corresponding constraints on the
departures of the CDDR are investigated in Sec. 3. We end
this paper summarizing our main results in the conclusions
section 4.
2. Observational test
We combine two observational data sets to perform our
CDDR test, namely the gas mass fraction (fgas), obtained
from the M500 data sets provided by the ACT galaxy clus-
ters survey, and measurements of distance moduli from the
Union2.1 SNe Ia compilation.
2.1. fgas
The so-called gas mass fraction test (Sasaki 1996, Allen et
al. 2002, 2004, 2008; Ettori et al. 2009) essentially assumes
that the ratio Mgas/Mtot is constant over the cosmic his-
tory, whereMgas is the gas mass andMtot is the total mass
(including dark matter) of the galaxy cluster. This assump-
tion is quite reasonable, based on the fact there is no mech-
anism known able to push off the gas from the gravitational
potential of the galaxy cluster.
It is well known that the fgas obtained from X-ray mea-
surements is given by (Sasaki, 1996)
fgas ∝ d
3/2
A , (2)
which is valid only when the CDDR is assumed. The general
expression for the gas mass fraction is given by (Gonc¸alves
et al., 2012)
fobsgas(z) = n
d
∗1/2
L d
∗
A
d
1/2
L dA
, (3)
where the symbol ∗ denotes quantities that were obtained
for the fiducial model assumed in the observations and
the parameter n defines the astrophysical modeling of the
cluster. Many parameterizations are assumed in literature
(Allen et al. 2002, Allen et al. 2008, Ettori et al. 2009,
among others), but as we aim to constraint the CDD re-
lation, n is not an important quantity to our analysis and
we marginalize over it. Note also that, along with the as-
sumption of a constant Mgas/Mtot ratio above mentioned,
the distance ratio of Eq. (3) accounts for deviations in the
geometry of the universe from the fiducial model, which
makes possible to use fgas data to test different cosmolo-
gies (Lima et al. 2003).
2.1.1. fgas from the ACT catalog
As is widely known, properties of galaxy clusters encode
information of the growth of structures in the universe.
For this, data from optical and X-ray cluster surveys
are currently used to constrain cosmological parameters.
Recently, however, a new window of information regarding
galaxy cluster physics was opened with the release of clus-
ter surveys (e.g., Staniszewski et al. 2009; Marriage et al.
2011; Williamson et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration 2011;
Reichardt et al. 2013) which make use of the SZ effect, a
signature that does not diminish with luminosity distance
because is nearly redshift-independent. In fact, revealed as
a spectral distortion, thermal SZ signal is a tracer of the
total thermal energy of the hot (∼ 108K) intracluster gas,
therefore it is correlated to the mass of the cluster.
However, a model for the physics of the intracluster gas
has to be assumed. Recently, the ACT team investigated a
new approach to obtain the cluster mass from cluster signal
in filtered SZ maps. They adopt first a one-parameter fam-
ily of Universal Pressure Profiles (UPP) as a baseline model
for the intracluster gas pressure profile and apply it to their
cluster sample, in order to estimate the corresponding clus-
ter mass (Arnaud et al. 2010). This approach includes a
mass dependence in the profile shape, which has been cali-
brated to X-ray observations using local clusters (z < 0.2).
In this way, following this UPP approach, the cluster mass
of the sample are measured within a characteristic radius
with respect to the critical density such that, e.g., M500
is defined as the mass measured within the radius, R500,
at which the enclosed mean density is 500 times the criti-
cal density at the cluster redshift. In this case, the clusters
mass obtained using this method are termed Mupp500 .
As mentioned earlier, from the total mass it is possible
to obtain fgas using a semi-empirical relation discussed by
Vikhlinin et al. (2009). Such a relation can be written as
fgas = 0.132 + 0.039 logM15 , (4)
where M15 is the cluster total mass M500 in units of
1015h−1M⊙.
Beside this UPP model procedure, other three ap-
proaches have been adopted by the ACT team to study the
scaling relations that allow us to estimate M500 from the
cluster SZ signal strength. These are based on (i) struc-
ture formation simulations (Bode et al. 2012), where the
density and temperature of the intracluster are modeled
as a virialized ideal gas (MB12500 ); (ii) using a non-thermal
pressure and adiabatic model for the gas (Trac et al. 2011)
(Mnon-thermal500 ); and (iii) a dynamical estimate of the clus-
ter mass using the galaxy velocity dispersions (Sifon et al.
2012) (M
dyn
500 ). It is worth mentioning that, assuming the
2
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Fig. 1. The distribution of the number of clusters according to their gas mass fraction fgas. The fgas values were inferred
from the M500 data (Hasselfield et al. 2013) according to the four methods discussed in the text.
so-called concordance cosmology, a flat ΛCDM model with
Ωm = 0.3, the scaling from UPP is nearly identical to the
adiabatic non-thermal model, while a model incorporating
non-thermal pressure is in better agreement with dynamical
mass measurements (Hasselfield et al., 2013). Considering
these four methods to estimateM500, in Fig. 1 we show the
distribution of the number of clusters N according to their
gas mass fraction fgas inferred from the ACT sample.
2.2. SNe Ia
In order to obtain measurements of dL, we use the distance
moduli (µ) obtained from current SNe Ia observations. This
quantity is related to the luminosity distance by
µ = 5 log10(
dL
Mpc
) + 25 . (5)
The data set used for SNe Ia is the Union 2.1 compilation
(Suzuki et al. 2011) which contains 580 points distributed
in the redshift range 0.01 < z < 1.41. The SNe Ia redshifts
were carefully chosen to coincide with the ones of the associ-
ated galaxy cluster sample with ∆z = |zcluster − zSNeIa| ≤
0.01 (Fig. 2) – For more details on SNe Ia analysis we refer
the reader to Suzuki et al. (2011).
3. Analysis and Results
In order to analyze the validity of the CDDR, we rewrite
Eq. (1) as dLdA(1+z)2 = η(z), where η(z) quantifies a possi-
ble deviation from the CDDR. We assume in our analysis
η(z) = 1+ η0z, which is compatible with the cosmographic
limit η(z ≪ 1) = 1. Combining the above equation with (3)
and (5), we obtain (Gonc¸alves et al. 2012)
ηobs(z) =
10
3
5
(µ−25)f2gas
N2(1 + z)6d∗3A
, (6)
which is the observed quantity built from measurements of
µ(z) and fgas. Thus, the likelihood estimator is determined
by a χ2 statistics χ2 =
∑
i [η(zi)− ηobs(zi)]
2 /σ2ηobs , where
σ2ηobs takes into account the propagation of the statistical
errors in Eq. (4) As mentioned earlier, the normalization
factor N [see Eq. (2)] is taken as a nuisance parameter so
that we marginalize over it.
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Fig. 2. The redshift difference between SNe Ia and galaxy
clusters used in the analysis.
The first results of this analysis are presented in Table
1. All methods considered are compatible with the CDDR
at 2σ level. For comparison, we also show the values of the
reduced χ2 (χ2/ν, where ν is the degree of freedom) and
p-value. This latter refers to the probability of obtaining
a test at least as extreme as the observed one, under the
assumption that the null hypothesis, i.e. η0 = 0, is true.
For instance, p < 0.05 indicates that the null hypothesis is
probably false (Jeffreys, 1961; Robert et al. 2009). Clearly,
this is not the case for the results presented above – for all
M500 methods considered we find values of p-value larger
than 0.7.
In the analysis above, the maximum difference between
the redshifts of the clusters and the SNIa is ∆z ≤ 0.01. We
also performed the same analysis restricting our data set to
a subset where ∆z ≤ 0.001. Note that this is an important
aspect for analyses of the CDDR involving different types of
observables since the reciprocity theorem is valid for sources
at the very same redshift. The number of points in this
new subset decreases to 55 points whereas the χ2 improves
about 15%. The mean values remain quite the same but
3
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Data set η0 χ
2/ν p-value
fUPPgas + SNIa −0.08
+0.11
−0.10 0.74 0.9645
fB12gas + SNIa −0.12
+0.12
−0.09 0.75 0.9576
fNongas + SNIa −0.17
+0.11
−0.08 0.75 0.9576
fDyngas + SNIa −0.13
+0.11
−0.10 0.78 0.9307
Table 1. Bounds on η0 from fgas obtained using four dif-
ferent methods, as explained in the text. The SNe Ia data
used in the analysis correspond to the Union2.1 compila-
tion. The maximum difference between zcluster and zSNeIa
is ∆z ≤ 0.01. Error bars correspond to 1σ.
Data set η0 χ
2/ν p-value
fUPPgas + SNIa −0.11
+0.19
−0.16 0.86 0.7286
fB12gas + SNIa −0.12
+0.17
−0.17 0.86 0.7286
fNongas + SNIa −0.17
+0.16
−0.18 0.87 0.7092
fDyngas + SNIa −0.14
+0.19
−0.17 0.87 0.7092
Table 2. The same as in Table 1 considering ∆z ≤ 0.001.
the validity of CDDR can be verified even considering 1σ
error, as we can see in Table 2.
An important aspect worth mentioning is that the likeli-
hoods for η0 (regardless of the method considered) have val-
ues preferably negative, indicating that ηobs0 may be under-
estimated and favoring a reduction of dL relative to dA [see
Eq. (1)]. This is in full agreement with the results obtained
by Holanda et al. (2012a) which uses only measurements of
fgas from the SZ and X-ray observations. Physically, such
result can be explained by a radiative process which in-
creases the number of photons in a light bundle and there-
fore increases the apparent luminosity making the source
appear closer (we refer the reader to Avgoustidis 2010, 2012
for more on possible coupling of exotic particles with pho-
tons). Another explanation would be a possible excess of
brightness of the SNe Ia data or a value not suitable for the
galaxy clusters borders (r500) which may underestimate the
gas mass fraction calculated in Eq. (4).
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored if the four physical mod-
els used by the Atacama Cosmology Telescope to describe
the intracluster gas of 91 galaxy clusters are compatible
with the validity of the so-called Cosmic Distance Duality
Relation (CDDR), dL/dA(1 + z)
2 = 1. For this purpose,
we aliviate the equality to dLdA(1+z)2 = η, where η is a
time-dependent parametrization. In our analysis, we have
adopted a linear parametrization written as η(z) = 1+ η0z
for which values apart from η0 = 0 leads to a violation of
CDDR. To obtain the observational values for dL we have
used measurements of distance moduli from SNe Ia (Union
2.1) whereas for dA we have used 91 measurements of gas
mass fraction from galaxy clusters following Gonc¸alves et
al. (2012).
The statistical analysis performed showed that the re-
sults are almost independent of the method used to obtain
Mgas. The main result of this analysis was performed by
restricting the difference between zcluster and zSNeIa to
∆z ≤ 0.001. In this case, the validity of the CDDR can
be probed within 1σ level irrespective of the M500 method
adopted. These results reinforce the interest in probing the
CDDR using new and more precise techniques since a clear
departure from η0 = 0 may be associated either with an
exotic gravity theory or a non-conservation of the photon
number along the cosmic history.
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